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Abstract
Introduction: The quality of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is the main
determinant of survival in cardiac arrest, so high-quality CPR (HQ-CPR) from
bystanders is essential. The best instructional model for HQ-CPR performed by
bystanders remains under investigation, and an instructional model’s effect on various
learner types is unknown.
Methods: This study examined the immediate effect of a brief, blended instructional
design that combines deliberate practice (DP) with real-time feedback (RTF) on the
booster training of intern doctors (IDs) and acute care providers (ACPs) as well as on
the skills acquisition training of lay rescuers (LRs). This cohort crossover study was
conducted in a university-affiliated hospital in January 2020. Just-in-time training on
HQ-CPR that featured a popular song was provided to IDs (n = 24), ACPs (n = 29), LRs
(n = 25); groups performed one-minute cardiac compressions twice, without RTF and
with verbal coaching, followed by debriefing, and then with only RTF. The impact of
RTF on depth, rate, compression quality (CQ), and recoil was assessed.
Results: RTF significantly improved depth, rate, CQ, and recoil (p < 0.001). Among the
LRs, the depth was 0.2 millimeters below the lower cutoff. Without RTF, the previously
trained IDs and ACPs tended to perform inadequately faster and deeper compressions,
while the untrained LRs performed slower, shallow compressions.
Conclusions: DP combined with RTF yielded a significant immediate effect on the HQCPR training outcomes of all learner types.
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1. Introduction

suboptimal learning outcomes with standards not achieved in
real life [12, 13].

High-quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (HQ-CPR) is a
shared instructional objective of training in basic life support (BLS) and advanced life support (ALS) for lay rescuers
(LRs) and health care providers. People are increasingly
being trained, experiencing efficient educational approaches,
and developing collective knowledge and experience of life
support and technological integration in resuscitation. Despite significant improvements, survival from out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest (OHCA) has remained unchanged since 2012
[1], and LRs may fail to reach the desired CPR standards
[2, 3]. CPR by health care providers on OHCA patients
leads to higher survival rates than that of LRs, albeit not as
high as CPR performed on patients with in-hospital cardiac
arrest (IHCA) [4–8]. While IHCA outcomes are improving,
those of OHCA are not [9, 10]. Even though resuscitation
training is widespread, learners do not adequately acquire and
retain resuscitation knowledge and skills [5–8, 11], resulting in

Educational efficacy is an essential component in improving
survival [14], but the best instructional approach remains under
investigation [9]. The effects of different learner types on the
educational efficacy of the HQ-CPR training require further
exploration. Studying these effects could facilitate the current
improvement and simplification of resuscitation education.
Research on the best instructional approach suggests that incorporating deliberate practice (DP) and real-time feedback (RTF)
into the design improves skill acquisition and retention [15–
17]. In DP, a discrete goal is set, immediate feedback is given
after performance, and abundant time is provided to improve
performance.
In patients with OHCA, advising LRs to perform handsonly CPR resulted in a 12% increase in LR-initiated CPR, and
such CPR has improved survival by 6% [18], yet only 34.4%
of adults receive LR-initiated CPR before paramedics arrive
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F I G U R E 1. ZOLL R Series® Monitor Defibrillator with audial and visual feedback feature.

[19]. Therefore, easy-to-teach and easy-to-learn approaches
are required in training [20].
The effects of different learner types on the educational
efficacy of the HQ-CPR training require further exploration.
Studying these effects could facilitate the current improvement
and simplification of resuscitation education.
This study aimed to investigate and compare the immediate
effects of a brief, blended instructional design combining DP
with RTF on the booster training of intern doctors (IDs) and
acute care providers (ACPs) as well as the HQ-CPR skills
acquisition training of LRs who might potentially provide
BLS in cases of OHCA. A second aim of the study was to
investigate the generalizability of RTF intervention in various
learner types in HQ-CPR training.

2. Methods
2.1 Study design
This cohort crossover study was conducted in a universityaffiliated tertiary hospital’s emergency department in January
2020. The ethical approval of this study was authorized by the
Acibadem Mehmet Ali Aydinlar University Medical Research
Assessment Committee (ATADEK) with the decision number
2019-20/36 on the 19th of December 2019.

2.2 Participants
The participants were at least 18 years old and provided informed consent. They included:

24 IDs in their emergency medicine internship (All of the
interns currently in their emergency medicine rotation at the
time of the study conduct);
29 ACPs working in the hospital’s emergency department
(Nurses and paramedics currently employed in the emergency
department at the time of the study conduct);
25 LRs who were randomly chosen by the hospital’s human
resources department.
The IDs and ACPs had received their most recent BLS
training one year earlier as a part of their ALS training. The
LRs had no prior BLS training. RTF was introduced for the
first time to all the groups.

2.3 Study intervention
A 30-minute tutorial explaining HQ-CPR was given separately
to each group. All the groups watched a video and a device
demonstration about HQ-CPR practice. The participants were
given individual hands-on time with the RTF function of the
ZOLL R Series® Monitor Defibrillator (ZOLL Medical Corporation, Chelmsford, MA, USA) (Fig. 1) and the Laerdal®
Mini Anne torso mannequin (Laerdal Medical AS, Stavanger,
Norway). They were shown a YouTube video posted by the
American Heart Association (AHA) to promote hands-only
CPR, which featured the song “Stayin’ Alive” by the Bee Gees
(The Bee Gees, “Stayin’ Alive”; Saturday Night Fever, The
Original Movie Soundtrack; Polygram International Music,
1977).
Fig. 2 shows the flow of the study. The defibrillator’s
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F I G U R E 2. Deliberate practice flow. (RTF: real-time feedback).

electrodes with built-in accelerometers captured the rate and
depth of each compression and recoil, and the defibrillator’s
monitor provided audial and visual RTF. Both trials were
recorded by the defibrillator. The trainer who was providing
verbal coaching during the first trial was able to see only the
live recording of visual RTF and the audial RTF function of the
device was disabled. The participants were blinded to all RTF
from the defibrillator and receiving verbal coaching from only
the trainer. The verbal coaching comprised of brief orders such
as “Faster”, “Slower”, “Shallower”, and “Deeper”.

2.4 Outcome measures
The primary outcomes were defined as the differences in the
means of four parameters: depth, rate, compression quality
(CQ), and recoil according to the feedback status. The secondary outcomes were defined as the differences between the
groups in the mean pairwise comparisons of the measurements
according to the feedback status.
A compression rate of 100 to 120 per minute and compressions with a depth of 5 to 6 cm were considered effective. CQ
(the percentage of adequate compressions on the mannequin)
is a quantitative parameter that is calculated by measuring both
the depth and the rate of compressions over the period. A
CQ below 60% indicated that the compressions did not reach
the correct depth and rate, while a CQ of 60% or above was
considered an acceptable standard. Recoil was measured as
the mean release velocity in millimeters per second (mm/s). A
mean release velocity below 300 mm/s was considered a poor
release, one between 300 and 400 mm/s a moderate release,
and one above 400 mm/s a full release. A mean release velocity
of 300 mm/s and above was considered an effective recoil.

2.5 Statistical analysis
The study had between 71.4%–100% power to produce a
significant difference with n = 78 participants in terms of
depth–non-feedback, CQ–feedback, and recoil–feedback, with
a 5% type 1 error according to a post hoc power analysis.
The descriptive statistics were presented using mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, and maximum scale variables. The comparison of more than two normally distributed
independent groups such as the IDs, ACPs, and LRs was
performed with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Nonparametric statistical methods were used for values with
skewed distribution.
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare more than two nonparametric distributed independent groups such as the learner
types. Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare two nonparametric distributed independent groups as a post-hoc test
of the Kruskal Wallis test. Tukey test was used to compare
two normally distributed independent groups as a post-hoc
test of one-way ANOVA. Fisher’s exact test was used for the
categorical variables.
The comparison of two normally distributed dependent
groups such as non-feedback and feedback was performed
using paired samples t test, and nonparametric statistical
methods were used for values with skewed distribution.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare two
nonparametric distributed dependent groups regarding
feedback status. Statistical significance was accepted when
the two-sided p-value was lower than 0.05.
The statistical analysis was performed using MedCalc Statistical Software version 12.7.7 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium; http://www.medcalc.org; 2013).
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TA B L E 1. Comparison of the measurements of the groups according to the feedback status.
Measurements
Non-feedback
Feedback
p
Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Med (Min–Max)

Med (Min–Max)

8.01 (1.13)

5.45 (0.39)

8 (5–10)

5.35 (4.9–6.8)

6.33 (0.95)

5.46 (0.45)

6.3 (4.7–8.6)

5.6 (4.3–6.2)

Depth
Intern doctors
Acute care providers
Lay rescuers
p

4.17 (0.94)

4.98 (0.64)

4.2 (2.5–5.8)

4.9 (3.9–6)

<0.001b

0.007a

117 (8)

111 (5)

119 (100–132)

112 (101–118)

121 (11)

113 (7)

123 (100–150)

112 (99–128)

100 (19)

114 (8)

92 (70–136)

113 (99–137)

<0.001b

0.236b

1 (3.23)

65 (23)

0 (0–14)

71 (0–91)

13 (23)

56 (29)

0 (0–79)

60 (0–98)

1.48 (5.46)

29 (32)

0 (0–27)

17 (0–100)

0.003a

<0.001a

395.5 (70.36)

498 (96.65)

409 (221–523)

500.5 (312–523)

383.86 (54.27)

453.93 (74.56)

383 (274–485)

453 (303–590)

246.16 (65.39)

356.12 (53.43)

222 (165–396)

364 (245–443)

<0.001a

<0.001b

<0.001d
<0.001c
<0.001c

Rate
Intern doctors
Acute care providers
Lay rescuers
p

0.001c
<0.001c
<0.001c

Compression quality
Intern doctors
Acute care providers
Lay rescuers
p

<0.001d
<0.001d
<0.001d

Recoil
Intern doctors
Acute care providers
Lay rescuers
p

<0.001c
<0.001c
<0.001c

(SD: Standard Deviation, Med: Median, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum) a KruskalWallis test, b One-Way ANOVA, c Paired Samples t test, d Wilcoxon test.

3. Results
Of the 78 participants, 43 were female (55.1%) and 35 male
(44.9%). Twenty-four of the participants were IDs (30.8%),
29 ACPs (37.2%), and 25 LRs (32%). The mean age of the
participants was 26.1 ± 4.9, and the median age was 24 (min:
20; max: 43).
Table 1 shows the cardiac compression performances of the
groups in terms of all parameters without and with RTF. There
was a significant difference between the non-feedback and

RTF measurements in all parameters. The averages of rate
and depth with non-feedback measurements were higher than
with RTF for the IDs and ACPs. Recoil and CQ were higher
with RTF than with non-feedback measurements in the IDs,
ACPs, and LRs (paired samples t-test, Wilcoxon test: p < 0.05)
(Supplementary Figs. 1,2,3,4).
The post hoc pairwise comparisons in Table 2 show a significant difference between the IDs and the ACPs for depth
and CQ in non-feedback measurements. The average of the
IDs was higher than that of the ACPs for depth and lower for
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TA B L E 2. Post-hoc Pairwise comparisons of the measurements according to the feedback status.
Measurements
Intern doctors vs. acute care providers Intern doctors vs. lay rescuers Acute care providers vs. lay rescuers
Depth
Non-feedbackb
a

Feedback

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.662

0.009

0.005

0.448

<0.001

<0.001

0.005

0.755

0.009

0.186

<0.001

0.002

0.396

<0.001

<0.001

0.099

<0.001

<0.001

Rate
Non-feedbackb
Compression quality
Non-feedbacka
a

Feedback
Recoil

Non-feedbacka
b

Feedback
a

b

Mann-Whitney U test, Tukey test.

TA B L E 3. Comparisons of the compression quality of
the groups according to the feedback status.
Feedback status
≥60
<60
p
n (%)

n (%)

Intern doctors

0 (0.0)

24 (100.0)

Acute care providers

3 (10.3)

26 (89.7)

Lay rescuers

0 (0.0)

25 (100.0)

16 (66.7)

8 (33.3)

Acute care providers 15 (51.7)

14 (48.3)

Lay rescuers

21 (84.0)

Non-feedback
0.105

Feedback
Intern doctors

4 (16.0)

0.001

(n: Number) Fisher’s Exact test.
TA B L E 4. Comparisons of the recoil of the groups
according to the feedback status.
Feedback status
≥300
<300
p
n (%)

n (%)

Intern doctors

21 (87.5)

3 (12.5)

Acute care providers

26 (89.7)

3 (10.3)

Lay rescuers

6 (24.0)

19 (76.0)

Intern doctors

24 (100)

0 (0.0)

Acute care providers

29 (100)

0 (0.0)

Lay rescuers

20 (80.0)

5 (20.0)

Non-feedback
<0.001

Feedback
0.005

(n: number) Fisher’s Exact test.
CQ. There was a significant difference between the IDs and the
LRs for rate (non-feedback), depth (non-feedback and RTF),
CQ (RTF), and recoil (non-feedback and RTF). The average
of the IDs was higher than that of the LRs in all parameters.
A significant difference was found between the ACPs and the

LRs for rate (non-feedback), depth (non-feedback and RTF),
CQ (non-feedback and RTF), and recoil (non-feedback and
RTF). The average of the ACPs was higher than that of the
LRs in all parameters (Mann-Whitney U test, Tukey test: p <
0.016, Bonferroni correction).
Table 3 shows the significant differences between the
groups’ CQ in RTF measurements. Those with a CQ of
more than 60% were more likely to be IDs and ACPs, while
those with a CQ lower than 60% were more likely to be LRs
(Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.05).
Table 4 gives the comparisons of recoil measurements as
mean release velocity (mm/s). There was a significant difference between the groups in terms of recoil in the non-feedback
and RTF measurements. Those with a recoil of more than 300
mm/s were more likely to be IDs and ACPs, while those with
a recoil of less than 300 mm/s were more likely to be LRs
(Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.05).

4. Discussion
Interventions to enhance CPR training and performance have
been sought for many years. The current study evaluated
the immediate effect of DP interventions, such as just-intime training (JIT), verbal coaching, and RTF. Feedback was
shown to be effective and is mandated by the AHA and recommended by the European Resuscitation Council in CPR
training [10, 21]. A systematic review has highlighted the
need for instructor-led CPR training with real-time or delayed
feedback [22]. A systematic review of the literature has considered the effect of RTF on only single learner types in CPR
training studies [15], but, to our knowledge, there has been no
prior interventional study with a triple comparison of different
learner types (IDs, ACPs, and LRs) without and with RTF.
The results indicate that RTF helped all the groups to improve in all parameters. In terms of depth, deeper than adequate compressing IDs and ACPs improved and were in the
reference interval, but LRs fell short minimally even with RTF,
with an average of 4.98 centimeters. In terms of rate, all the
groups achieved the expected interval with RTF. The improved
statistics in each of these parameters before and after RTF show
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its positive impact on CQ. Measurement of CPR quality is
needed to achieve HQ-CPR, even among health care providers.
The one possible downside may be the inadequate improvement in the CQ of the LRs. Although RTF significantly
improved the CQ of IDs and ACPs above the threshold, the
LRs did not demonstrate a satisfactory improvement. Achieving adequate improvement in CQ may require further and
repetitive training for a group whose experience is limited to
two minutes; the optimal CQ may be harder to achieve because
the quality is evaluated by a combination of rate and the depth
of each compression. It has been suggested that provider
fatigue begins at between 90 seconds and three minutes [23].
The untrained LRs demonstrated an improvement with the
RTF in terms of rate and depth compared to their compressions
without feedback. The most prominent improvement was in
the rate. Considering the brief period of training and that
this was their first time doing cardiac compressions, achieving
compression depth only 0.2 millimeters below the lower cutoff
and improving their CQ from scratch seems promising. A
longer period of training and refresher trainings at intervals
would make achieving these thresholds possible.
Only the LRs had slow recoil without feedback, and all
the groups had release velocities higher than 300 mm/s with
RTF. The IDs and ACPs were found to be fully releasing,
and the LRs were found to be moderately releasing. Release
velocity is independently associated with improved survival
and a favorable neurological outcome at hospital discharge
after adult OHCA [24]. It is noteworthy that RTF improved
all the groups’ release velocities.
All the participants received a lecture on the determinants
of HQ-CPR. A comparison of JIT versus RTF has found that
both of them improved CPR performance similarly [11]. The
performance in the non-feedback group may be falsely high
because of the didactic education provided, and the real-world
effect of RTF may be greater than identified in the current
study.
The skills related to CPR may decay over time. The IDs
and ACPs had received their most recent CPR training a year
earlier and struggled to achieve optimal results without RTF.
Their performances improved in all aspects with the help of
RTF, which improves their psychomotor skills and provides
objective insights for these two groups that frequently perform
CPR in IHCAs. RTF on the compression, depth, and recoil of
CPR yields a 25% increase in survival from IHCA at hospital
discharge [25]. RTF has not been shown to have a significant
effect on the neurological outcome in IHCA and OHCA [26],
but a trial on the effect of RTF and debriefing on the onemonth survival and neurological survival of OHCA patients is
currently being conducted [27]. Refresher trainings with RTF
or delayed feedback is recommended every three to six months
for laypeople, which could also be implemented with health
care professionals [22]. Studies comparing booster trainings
with RTF (at one, three, and six months) with six-minute
monthly boosters have demonstrated greater improvement in
compression in the six-minute monthly group [28, 29]. In
the current study, the two-minute instructional design, which
combined various educational modalities (such as JIT, DP with
RTF, verbal coaching, debriefing, and a popular song) could be
considered to be acquisition training for the LRs and booster

training for IDs and ACPs.
A modified version of this study design could be used
to educate a broader population. Concordant with the results, significant improvement has been demonstrated with
RTF compared to instructor-led feedback only [30]. Adding
the educational models with RTF to CPR training could be proposed to authorities to involve more laypeople in performing
bystander CPR.
The current study demonstrates the positive impact of RTF
on cardiac compression regardless of prior training. This
shows that RTF is useful not only in training but may also
be beneficial in real life. A depth estimation algorithm for
smartwatches with built-in accelerometers has been developed
that may evolve into wearable RTF devices in the near future [31], so the widespread use of smartphones and smartwatches could facilitate the improvement of CPR quality with
RTF. Using applications and social media, these devices could
also support CPR learning. Technological learning modalities
could make the learner independent of an instructor and of a
specific time and location [20], and self-directed training is
recommended for LRs if instructor-led training is not available
[32–35]. Gamified learning environments (such as virtual and
augmented reality) and tablet apps simulating monitors might
engage more and different types of learners. These enhance
retention and assist in the competency assessment of CPR [20].
The integration of RTF into automated external defibrillators
(AEDs) in public areas could be considered, as an increased
efficacy of bystander compressions has been demonstrated in
a simulation model using an RTF-integrated AED [36]. RTF
might also be integrated into the defibrillators on crash carts.
The current study suggests that health care providers may also
struggle in delivering efficient compressions, so the guidance
from RTF devices implemented in defibrillators could improve
CQ and, therefore, the outcomes of IHCAs and OHCAs.

5. Limitations
As this was a mannequin study, it has limitations in terms of
generalizing the results to real life. One evident limitation
is the sample size. Real-life factors that might affect the
impact of RTF on CPR performance, such as the resuscitation
environment and provider stress or motivation, could not be
evaluated. Recognition of CPR need and activation of the
emergency medical services were not evaluated. The use of
two one-minute compressions in training limits the assessment
of the impact of RTF on HQ-CPR. The participants were not
allowed to repeat their practice until they achieved the target
performance level. The standardized order of non-feedback
CPR before RTF CPR may also have obscured some real
effects of the RTF due to the practice effect. It was not possible
to isolate the improvement resulting from an individual component in the blended instructional design. Another limitation
of this study is that a one-time training event was conducted
without further evaluation of the retention of knowledge.

6. Conclusions
This study demonstrated that a blended instructional design
combining DP with RTF enhances the booster training of IDs
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and ACPs as well as the skills acquisition training of LRs, who
are potential BLS providers in cases of OHCA. The previously
trained IDs and ACPs tended to perform inadequately faster
and deeper compressions, and the untrained LRs performed
slower, shallow compressions without RTF. DP with RTF provided an immediate significant effect on the HQ-CPR training
outcomes in all parameters for all learner types. The blended
instructional design could be used as a transitional approach to
self-directed learning in HQ-CPR training.
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